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Delicate Omens, the title flutist Carmen Maret and guitarist Andrew Bergeron selected
for their seventh Folias Duo album (and second on their own Folias Music label),
abbreviates a line by Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Delicate omens traced in air.” In choosing
it, the Michigan-based husband-and-wife duo wanted to stress the importance of
attending deeply to the natural world and the benefits that accrue from stripping away
the noise of urban environments. While the two have routinely drawn for inspiration
from nature, they did so even more emphatically for Delicate Omens, its material
having been written during retreats at rustic cabins in Colorado, Iowa, and Ontario.
Immersing themselves in such manner fostered connection and contemplation in equal
measure, the outcome compositions of genuine, elemental character.
Maret and Bergeron are that rare thing, performers who are also composers. All five
pieces on the fifty-five-minute release are originals, three by Andrew and two by
Carmen, and world premiere recordings, too. Certainly one of its key selling-points is
diversity: whereas one piece is inspired by the writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson,
another conveys the duo's love for Argentine folk music. It's characteristic of Folias
Duo's sensibility that the closing setting, Angel Forever, is a blend of Pat Metheny and
Astor Piazzolla. Produced by Maret and Bergeron, the recording exudes a magnificent
clarity, no doubt attributable in part to its having been recorded at the renowned Sono
Luminus Studios facility in Boyce, Virginia. That the performances are so satisfying
shouldn't surprise: this is a group, after all, that's been honing its sound for seventeen
years.
As always, the pairing of her flute (alto flute and piccolo also) with his acoustic guitar
makes for splendid music, the timbral contrasts between the instruments bolstering
the impact considerably. If his Emerson seems a tad sombre, it's at least in part
because the essays the guitarist referenced for the three-movement work were written
around the 1842 death of the writer's son, Waldo, at the age of five; the choice of alto
flute also reinforces the mysterious mood. While perpetuating the rhythmic drive of the

opening “Lords of Life” (set in an unusual 14/8 metre), “Delicate Omens” deepens the
sense of mystery with arresting trill-like effects by Maret, after which “Moody Child”
evokes the moodiness of Emerson's original text by using blues-influenced chord
changes and a syncopated feel invoked through the use of a 7/8 metre.
Maret's Creole Ballet is as spirited as one would expect, given its presentation of six
dances of South America. The movements are concise, punchy, and melodically
enticing, whether it be the opening “Milonga,” closing “Tango,” or the four in between,
much of the material intended as stylized evocations of the work of figures associated
with Argentine folkloric and nueva canción music. Regardless of the changes in style
and tempo, Maret's flute glides o'er Bergeron's unerring foundation with grace and
agility, the purity of her tone a consistent source of listening pleasure.
For the three-part Uncompahgre, Bergeron drew for inspiration from an area in the San
Juan mountains of Colorado where a two-week stay enabled the two to absorb the
scenery outside their remote cabin. His writing conveys the freshness of the setting,
be it a mountain, reservoir, or river; consistent with that, tremolo treatments in
“Cimarron” allude to the flickering sensation imparted by rapid water flow.
“Courthouse” distinguishes itself from the others in featuring piccolo and in being
structured in a seven-part sonata rondo form (the title, incidentally, refers to a
mountain near the cabin that appeared in the 1969 John Wayne movie True Grit). A
smart woodwind choice, piccolo in this case helps capture the dizzying experience the
duo had hiking to the top of the mountain's 12,000 feet.
A two-movement work for solo guitar, Bergeron's Quixote is based on Cervantes' iconic
character from the 1605 novel and attempts to evoke Quixote's psychological state,
specifically his propensity for confusing reality and fantasy. In contrast to the sober
“Penance,” “Chivalry” showcases Bergeron's virtuosic command by way of the guitar
applications deployed, tremolo, counterpoint, and rapid arpeggiation among them. At
album's end, Maret's subtly jazz-tinged Angel Forever combines chord changes
borrowed from Metheny's Always and Forever with melodic writing reminiscent of
Piazzolla's Angel Suite to bring the release to a deliciously sultry close. Adding to its
appeal is the striking woodcut-styled artwork the duo commissioned from printmaker
Alynn Guerra for the album cover. Don't be misled, however, by the somewhat cryptic
imagery of skeletal figures: Delicate Omens is neither gothic nor funereal but instead
resolutely celebratory.
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